World Tour  (LAY OUT ALL WORKING WITH HEADINGS)

You are playing four venues. They hold 1,000, 750, 1,500 and 500 people respectively. Each venue costs £1,000 to hire. Security costs £500 per venue, while lighting and sound engineers cost £750 per venue.

If you are expecting to sell out 50% of each venue how much will you have to sell tickets for to make at least £500 profit?

You now discover the tour is going to sell out. But you also find there are travel and hotel costs of £2,500. You will be able to sell tour t-shirts to 1/5 of the audience each night at £20 each.

How much do you make from t-shirts?
Will the t-shirts cover travel and hotel?
Explain your profit (or loss) if tickets were 1) £10 2) £20 OR 3) £35.

Music History  Can you create a timeline of musical history?
What were the earliest instruments? When did certain genres appear? When did key musical artists / albums happen? How music was listened and how did that change? Support your timeline with facts and pictures.

Hey Mister Songwriter – Can you create your own song with verses and chorus? It’s just like writing a poem!

Music and Emotions  Music is associated with feelings and emotions. Can you think of the songs and artists you listen to when you are: Happy, Sad, Angry, Frustrated, Excited. Why these songs with these emotions? Is it the words or the music? Write down What you think for each.

Your Band
Can you create your own virtual band?
Consider the members, instruments and music played.
Draw all the members with their instruments. What are you called? Do you have a flashy logo?
Can you create a tour poster, album cover and band t-shirt?

Genre

There are many types or genres of music. See if you can find examples of these types of music. Describe some common features of the genre. Can you also detail the artists and songs that make the genre famous? Classical / Blues / Jazz / Northern Soul / Indie / C-86 / Folk / Pop / Electronica / Blue Grass / EDM / Heavy Metal / Rock n’ Roll / Mod / Grunge / Punk / Brit Pop / Madchester

The Famous...

Choose a band or artist and create a fact file about them. (Or do more than one.)
This should include, for example, who they are, where they are from, when they were born, what they play, who influenced them, detail about their music, etc....
Support your work with pictures.

Album Art
Can you recreate famous album covers through drawings, paintings or using other materials?

Tastes
Find out which genres of music your friends and family like, and who their favourite artists are? Can you show this data as a chart or graph?

World of Music
Can you create a map of the World and then populate this with pictures of instruments placing these where the instruments originated?
Are there countries that are more musical than others?
What are the most unusual instruments you can find?
What facts can you find about the instruments? Add these to your map or a fact file.